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1. Check your tyre pressures at least once a fortnight. Weekly is better 
 
2. Check the tyre depth and wear of your tyres regularly
 
3. If your tyre has a slow puncture then get it repaired 
 
4. Remove any stone or foreign objects from your tyres unless it is bedded into the tyre.
 
5. Vibration from your steering wheel when driving? Then get your wheels balanced
 
6. The legal tyre tread depth limit is 1.6mm
 
7. Get fit your new tyres to the back as this is the best place for them
 
8. Have your wheel alignment (tracking) checked after you have new tyres fitted or at least once a year
 
9. Having part worn tyres fitted are a false economy and can be dangerous
 
10. Visit www.etyres.co.uk where you can save up to £25 on when you buy any brand of new tyres
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Check your tyre pressures at least once a fortnight. Weekly is better  

Check the tyre depth and wear of your tyres regularly 

If your tyre has a slow puncture then get it repaired ASAP. It will let you down 

ts from your tyres unless it is bedded into the tyre.

Vibration from your steering wheel when driving? Then get your wheels balanced

limit is 1.6mm. It is a good idea to have them changed before they get this low

t fit your new tyres to the back as this is the best place for them 

Have your wheel alignment (tracking) checked after you have new tyres fitted or at least once a year

Having part worn tyres fitted are a false economy and can be dangerous 

where you can save up to £25 on when you buy any brand of new tyres
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Vibration from your steering wheel when driving? Then get your wheels balanced 

before they get this low. 

Have your wheel alignment (tracking) checked after you have new tyres fitted or at least once a year 
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